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Brief Communication

Differential recruitment of distinct amygdalar nuclei
across appetitive associative learning

Sindy Cole, Daniel J. Powell, and Gorica D. Petrovich1

Department of Psychology, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02467-3807, USA

The amygdala is important for reward-associated learning, but how distinct cell groups within this heterogeneous structure

are recruited during appetitive learning is unclear. Here we used Fos induction to map the functional amygdalar circuitry

recruited during early and late training sessions of Pavlovian appetitive conditioning. We found that a number of distinct

amygdalar nuclei were differentially recruited by tone–food pairings during the early and late stages of training, suggesting

evidence of learning-induced plasticity. Notably, these selectively activated nuclei belong to dissociable subsystems that are

well placed to simultaneously inform cortical (cognitive) processing and behavioral control during tone–food learning.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

The amygdala is critical for emotional learning and memory. The
majority of evidence for this function initially came from studies
of fear and aversive learning (Davis 2000; Paré et al. 2004; Gross
and Canteras 2012; LeDoux 2012), but more recent studies show
that the amygdala is also critical in reward-associated learning.
The common mechanism underlying many reward paradigms is
Pavlovian appetitive conditioning, where a neutral cue such as a
tone (conditioned stimulus [CS]) is paired with food (uncondi-
tioned stimulus [US]). Through this training the CS acquires the
ability to subsequently influence the motivation for both food
seeking and consumption. For example, an appetitive CS can en-
hance instrumental responses (i.e., lever presses) previously asso-
ciated with access to food (Estes 1948), and can stimulate eating in
sated animals (Weingarten 1983). Even though this basic associa-
tive learning plays a critical role in guiding motivated behaviors,
the neural substrates underlying the CS–US learning are largely
unknown.

In appetitive preparations the focus has been on two large ar-
eas of the amygdala, the basolateral area (typically consisting of
the basolateral, basomedial, and lateral nuclei) and the central nu-
clei. Interestingly, studies in laboratory animals and humans have
consistently demonstrated dissociation in the function of these
two regions in appetitive and reward tasks (Everitt et al. 2003).
For example, the basolateral area is critically involved in cue-
potentiated eating, enhancement of instrumental responses by
an appetitive CS for the same food, second-order appetitive condi-
tioning, and reinforcer devaluation (Hatfield et al. 1996; Holland
et al. 2002; Setlow et al. 2002; Pickens et al. 2003; Corbit and
Balleine 2005; Prévost et al. 2012). In contrast, the central nucleus
is necessary for the inhibition of eating by an aversive cue, general
enhancement of instrumental responses for food, conditioned
orienting behavior, and conditioned approach to cues (Gallagher
et al. 1990; Parkinson et al. 2000; Corbit and Balleine 2005;
Petrovich et al. 2009; Prévost et al. 2012; but see Chang et al.
2012). Collectively, these studies strongly indicate different func-
tional contributions for distinct amygdalar regions in appetitive
and reward behaviors. Although important and informative, find-
ings from these prior studies, due to the techniques employed, do
not provide sufficient specificity in regard to particular cell groups

within these large amygdalar areas. Such specificity is crucial giv-
en the complexity of this telencephalic structure, which compris-
es distinct cell groups that form part of distinct neural networks
(Swanson and Petrovich 1998).

To begin to define the critical circuitry underlying a CS–food
association, here we used immunohistochemical detection of the
immediate early gene c-fos protein (Fos) induction to examine
functional activation of distinct amygdalar subnuclei across early
and late stages of training. The results are critical for elucidating
the mechanisms underlying such CS–food learning and its nu-
merous behavioral sequelae.

Animals were perfused and brains collected following a train-
ing session where rats received eight presentations of a tone CS
which co-terminated with delivery of food pellets (US) (two
45-mg pellets) distinct from their regular diet (group Paired).
Control animals were perfused following a conditioning session
with tone CS-only presentations (group Tone) or after delivery
of the food US (16 pellets at once) in the home cage (group
Food). Half of the animals were perfused after one training session
(D1) while the other half were perfused following 10 training ses-
sions (D10) (see Fig. 1A for experimental design and Supplemental
Methods for details). Following training sessions one to nine, D10
Tone animals also received US delivery in their home cage. This
was to equate them for prior experience with the food, but follow-
ing the final training session they did not receive the US prior to
perfusion. It is also important to note that D1 and D10 animals re-
ceived identical training during these sessions, differing only in
the number of training sessions received. This design allowed us
to identify and directly compare amygdalar nuclei that were spe-
cifically recruited by CS–food pairings across different stages of
learning.

On Day 1 there was significantly greater food–cup behavior
(conditioned responding) to the tone during the final two CSs
than during the first two CSs (F(1,21) ¼ 4.408, P , 0.05) and this
difference was significantly greater for the Paired group compared
with Tone and Food animals (F(1,21) ¼ 7.816, P , 0.05) (Fig. 1B).
Follow-up tests confirmed that only Paired animals showed
within-session appetitive learning. There were no differences be-
tween groups during the first two CSs (P’s . 0.05), but during
the final two CSs Paired animals showed significantly greater
CS-responding than Tone and Food animals (F(1,21) ¼ 12.589,
P , 0.01) which did not differ (P . 0.05). Furthermore, while
Paired animals showed an increase in CS-responding (F(1,7) ¼ 13,
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P , 0.01), they did not show such an increase in pre-CS respond-
ing (P . 0.05), confirming that the increase in food–cup behavior
seen in Paired animals was specific to the CS (Fig. 1C).

Across days of training, D10 Paired animals showed greater
CS-responding overall than Tone and Food animals (F(1,20) ¼

208.869, P , 0.0001) which did not differ (P . 0.05). There was
a significant interaction of this group effect with a linear trend
across days (F(1,20) ¼ 7.963, P , 0.05) indicating that Paired ani-
mals showed an increase in CS food–cup behavior across days
of training. There was no such increase for pre-CS responding
(P’s . 0.05) (Fig. 1D).

During the Day 10 session Paired animals showed greater
food–cup behavior overall than Tone and Food animals (F(1,20) ¼

81.897, P , 0.0001) which did not differ (P . 0.05) (Fig. 1E).
There was overall more food–cup behavior shown during the CS
than the pre-CS periods (F(1,20) ¼ 72.459, P , 0.0001) which was
greater in Paired animals (F(1,20) ¼ 120.009, P , 0.0001), indi-

cating that only D10 Paired animals expressed robust appetitive
conditioning which was specific to the CS (Fig. 1F). The level of
CS-responding seen in Paired animals was comparable to that in
prior studies employing similar training procedures (e.g.,
Hatfield et al. 1996).

Fos induction was subsequently examined systematically in
eight cell groups within the basolateral and central amygdalar re-
gions (see Table 1 and Supplemental Methods for details). Counts
of Fos-positive neurons were conducted bilaterally through the
rostro-caudal extent of each area analyzed, summed for each rat,
and then averaged for each group, resulting in a mean total of
Fos-labeled neurons. In the following analyses, CS–US associated
Fos induction refers to significant group differences in Fos expres-
sion so that group Paired was significantly greater than groups
Tone and Food, which did not differ (Paired . Tone ¼ Food). CS-as-
sociated Fos induction refers to significant group differences in Fos
expression so that groups Paired and Tone were significantly greater
than group Food (Paired¼ Tone . Food). Representative photomi-
crographs from D10 brains are displayed in Figure 2. The means of
total counts of Fos induction in each cell group are shown in
Figure 3.

The only cell group that showed CS–US associated Fos induc-
tion during D1 was the anterior basolateral nucleus (BLAa), and
that pattern was maintained in D10. Thus, the BLAa demonstrat-
ed a unique profile of Fos induction, consistently showing CS–US
associated Fos expression in both D1 and D10 (D1 F(2,21) ¼ 8.52,
P , 0.01; D10 F(2,20) ¼ 22.53, P , 0.0001). The posterior basolat-
eral nucleus (BLAp) initially showed CS-associated Fos (F(2,21) ¼

7.82, P , 0.01), suggesting that this region was initially activated
by presentation of the CS and/or arousal associated with the con-
ditioning chamber. Nevertheless, during D10 the BLAp showed
significant CS–US associated Fos expression (F(2,20) ¼ 17.51, P ,

0.0001). The only other cell groups to show CS–US associated
Fos induction during D10 were the medial and capsular parts of
the central nucleus (CEAm and CEAc, respectively) (CEAm
F(2,20) ¼ 7.55, P , 0.01; CEAc F(2,20) ¼ 8.37, P , 0.01). In contrast
to the BLAa and BLAp, however, there were no differences in Fos
induction across conditions in CEAm or CEAc in D1 (P’s . 0.05).

The posterior basomedial nucleus (BMAp) consistently
showed CS-associated Fos (D1 F(2,21) ¼ 10.55, P , 0.01; D10
F(2,20) ¼ 11.02, P , 0.01). The anterior basomedial nucleus
(BMAa) also showed CS-associated Fos, but only in D10 (F(2,20) ¼

8.59, P , 0.01). There were no group differences in D1 for BMAa
(P . 0.05). In the lateral amygdalar nucleus (LA) and the lateral
part of the central nucleus (CEAl) there were no significant differ-
ences in Fos induction between groups at any time (P’s . 0.05).

Here we examined functional activation of eight amygdalar
cell groups across tone (CS)–food learning. First, we found that
the BLAa was selectively and consistently recruited in animals re-
ceiving CS–food pairings. Paired animals showed greater numbers
of Fos-positive neurons compared to both Tone and Food
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Figure 1. (A) Experimental design. CS denotes presentation of a 10-sec,
75-dB, 2-kHz tone. US denotes delivery of two 45-mg food pellets. Each
training session consisted of eight presentations of the appropriate
stimuli. Animals received either 1 d or 10 d of training. (B) Mean
(+SEM) percentage of food–cup behavior across CS presentations
during Day 1. Only Paired animals showed greater food–cup behavior
to the tone during the final two CSs than during the first two CSs, confirm-
ing the acquisition of appetitive conditioning. (C) Mean (+SEM) CS and
pre-CS responding during the first two and last two CS presentations
during Day 1. Paired animals demonstrated a significant increase in CS
food–cup behavior, but not in pre-CS responding. (D) Mean (+SEM) per-
centage of CS and pre-CS food–cup behavior across days of training.
Paired animals showed an increase in CS responding across days of train-
ing, but not in pre-CS responding. (E) Mean (+SEM) percentage of food–
cup behavior across CS presentations during Day 10. Only Paired animals
showed consistently high food–cup behavior during CS presentations. (F)
Mean (+SEM) percentage of CS and pre-CS food–cup behavior during
Day 10. Paired animals showed significantly greater CS food–cup behav-
ior overall compared with Tone and Food controls. Paired animals also ex-
hibited significantly greater food–cup behavior during CS presentations
than during the pre-CS periods, indicating that the learned appetitive
behavior was specific to the CS. (∗) P , 0.05.

Table 1. The rostro-caudal extent of each amygdalar region
analyzed

Cell group Atlas levels Number of sections mm from bregma

BLAa 25–28 8 21.53 to 22.45
BLAp 28–32 10 22.45 to 23.90
BMAa 25–27 6 21.53 to 22.00
BMAp 29–32 8 22.85 to 23.90
LA 28–32 10 22.45 to 23.90
CEAm 25–28 8 21.53 to 22.45
CEAc 25–28 8 21.53 to 22.45
CEAl 26–28 6 21.78 to 22.45

Atlas levels refer to the rat brain atlas of Swanson (2004).
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controls, which did not differ. This increase in Fos induction was
apparent during both early (D1) and late (D10) training sessions.
Second, we found that cell groups within both the basolateral and
central regions were selectively recruited in the Paired group by
the late training session. Specifically, brains from the Paired group
showed greater Fos induction in the BLAp, CEAm, and CEAc.
Third, we observed that nuclei were differentially recruited across
early and late training sessions. Following the early training ses-
sion we found significantly elevated Fos expression for both
Paired and Tone groups in the BLAp and BMAp, but not in any
CEA nuclei. This increase could be the result of a learning process
(learning the tone–food association or habituating to the tone-
alone presentations), or simply due to the presence of the CS. Nev-
ertheless, these data suggest that the BLAp and BMAp may act to
detect the initial occurrence of biologically significant events.
More importantly, after extensive training the CS–US associated
Fos induction pattern was observed throughout a greater number
of amygdalar nuclei than after initial training, suggesting evi-
dence of learning-induced plasticity selectively within BLAp,
CEAm, and CEAc.

The inclusion of the Tone and Food controls used here allows
numerous alternate interpretations of the results to be ruled out.
Specifically, the increases in Fos expression seen in Paired animals
cannot be attributed to arousal associated with exposure to the
tone itself, the conditioning chamber, transport, or handling,
because Tone animals received equal exposure to all of these stim-
uli. Furthermore, the observed Fos induction in Paired animals is
not simply due to the consumption of the food US, because the
Food group consumed an identical quantity under the same food-
deprived state. The amount of food given to Paired and Food
animals was small, but it was sufficiently motivating to support
learning as evidenced by significant behavioral change in the

Paired animals. Furthermore, consump-
tion of the food was sufficient to induce
significant Fos expression. As clearly
shown in Figure 3, in the CEAl the Food
group actually expressed the most Fos
of the three D1 groups (although there
were no significant group differences),
and in the LA induction was similarly ro-
bust as in the Paired and Tone groups.
Thus, the groups used in the current
study not only controlled for behavioral
effects, but also were appropriately de-
signed for Fos imaging and allowed iden-
tification of a critical subsystem that was
selectively recruited during tone–food
learning. It is worth noting that recent
studies employing the Daun02 inactiva-
tion method have shown that Fos expres-
sion is causally linked with behavior
(Koya et al. 2009; Bossert et al. 2011).
Therefore, our findings suggest function-
al plasticity in distinct amygdalar nuclei
specifically as a result of tone–food
pairings.

The recruitment of cell groups in
both the basolateral and central regions
is of particular interest given the substan-
tial evidence that they are structurally
and functionally distinct. There is strong
developmental, connectional, neuro-
transmitter, and functional support that
the basolateral region is cortical, while
in contrast the central region is a striatal
structure (Swanson and Petrovich 1998).

Additionally, connectional evidence clearly demonstrates
that these nuclei operate within distinct neural networks.
Furthermore, our finding that the BLAa was the only amygdalar
cell group recruited consistently across CS–food training is of
note, given that the BLAa is unique among amygdalar nuclei in
its connectional pattern. It connects extensively with frontotem-
poral and striatal regions including pre-motor cortex and the dor-
sal striatum, areas typically not innervated by the amygdala, while
it does not send direct projections to the classic amygdalar out-
puts such as the CEAm, hippocampal formation, bed nuclei of
the stria terminalis, hypothalamus, or brainstem (Kita and Kitai
1990; McDonald 1998). On the other hand the CEAm is well-
recognized as the main amygdalar output to the autonomic and
behavioral systems within the diencephalon and hindbrain
through extensive direct and indirect pathways (Dong et al.
2001; Lee et al. 2005). Thus, here we found selective recruitment
of two dissociable amygdalar subsystems that are well placed to
simultaneously inform cortical (cognitive) processing and behav-
ioral control.

While the BLAa and CEAm are well placed to function in par-
allel, the BLAa could also inform CEAm (and CEAc) through its
connections with BLAp (Savander et al. 1995; Swanson and
Petrovich 1998). It is therefore interesting to note that while
only the BLAa was selectively recruited by the initial tone–food
learning, its targets, the BLAp and indirectly the CEAm and
CEAc, were selectively recruited following more extensive train-
ing. This is consistent with the suggestion that the basolateral
area acts as the primary processor of emotional information,
which through cooperation with other cortical regions results in
the appropriate behavioral response (Schoenbaum et al. 1998;
Piette et al. 2012). In line with this suggestion, it is evident that
the mean numbers of Fos positive cells remained consistently

BLAa CEA

Paired

Tone

Food

st

l

c

m

Paired

Tone

Food

Figure 2. Representative photomicrographs of a thionin-stained section, and Fos induction (black
nuclei) in the anterior part of the basolateral amygdalar nucleus (BLAa) (left) and the medial and cap-
sular parts of the central amygdala (CEAm and CEAc, respectively) (right) following Day 10 training. (l)
Lateral division of the central amygdala, (st) stria terminalis. Bar, 100 mm.
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high in the BLAa across D1 and D10
Paired groups (see Fig. 3A), which is par-
ticularly striking considering that Fos
expression has been shown to reduce
across both associative and nonasso-
ciative types of learning (Radulovic
et al. 1998). Such an account would also
explain why post-training lesions of
the basolateral area have no effect on
subsequent second-order appetitive con-
ditioning (Setlow et al. 2002), or devalua-
tion (Pickens et al. 2003). However,
further studies are needed to determine
whether, in fact, thesamecellsareactivat-
ed across the course of training, and to
define the specific pathways used to
maintain the behavior.

This activation of both the basolat-
eral and central areas of the amygdala
during appetitive conditioning is in
agreement with the well-documented
role of these areas in aversive condition-
ing (LeDoux et al. 1990; Goosens and
Maren 2001; Wilensky et al. 2006).
Importantly, however, these data suggest
that the exact nuclei implicated in these
two forms of associative learning differ.
In fear conditioning the LA is well-
recognized as a critical locus of plasticity
for successful fear conditioning (Maren
2005; Sigurdsson et al. 2007). In contrast,
here we did not find selective recruit-
ment of this region during early or late
stages of learning. Furthermore, Ciocchi
et al. (2010) demonstrated dissociation
in CEA function where CEAl and CEAm
were critical for the acquisition and
expression, respectively, of fear condi-
tioning. In contrast, here we found func-
tional activation in CEAm (but not CEAl)
during D10, while previously Lee et al.
(2005, 2010) showed that only CEAm ac-
tivity increased with more CS–food pair-
ings, and was sensitive to prior training
history. Collectively, these results sug-
gest that distinct amygdalar subsystems
are critical in the two forms of associative
learning.

In conclusion, we found selective re-
cruitment of distinct amygdalar cell
groups during CS–food learning. Specifi-
cally, during an early training session
only the BLAa was recruited by CS–food
pairings. In contrast, during an identical
later training session a number of addi-
tional nuclei also showed CS–US asso-
ciated Fos induction in addition to the
BLAa. Importantly, these nuclei (BLAa,
BLAp, CEAm, and CEAc) operate through
dissociable circuitries, which suggests
that during appetitive conditioning in-
formation about the CS–food association
might be conveyed simultaneously via a
distributed network to mediate different
aspects of learning and the subsequent
control of behavior (see Fig. 3I).
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Figure 3. (A–H) Mean (+SEM) total counts of Fos-positive neurons in amygdalar cell groups. (∗) P ,
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Tone to group Food. (I) Schematic illustrates selective activation in distinct amygdalar cell groups
across early and late CS–food learning. Bold text denotes selective CS–food associated Fos induction.
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nuclei, the BLAp, CEAm (and CEAc). (ACB) nucleus accumbens, (BLAa) anterior basolateral amygdalar
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